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CATEGORIES OF HOLES SURVIVING IN EARLY MODERN 
ENGLISH MANUSCRIPTS

Librarians, archivists, and curators (such as myself ) like to categorize things. 
They pay us to do it, actually. As researchers become more attuned to the socio-ma-
teriality of non-textual signifiers embedded in textual objects, we have become 

On Curating Filing Holes1

Modern handmade wove paper by Rob Shepherd, pierced with an awl by 
Christine Manwiller. Photography by Christine Manwiller.

1. I would like to thank the Folger Collections team, members of the 2021 NEH faculty summer 
seminar at SUNY-Potsdam, and Josh Calhoun for their helpful discussions about categorizing holes. 
I am very grateful for feedback provided by the anonymous peer reviewers, and the quick replies of 
librarians and archivists (named individually in footnotes and captions) to my many last-minute que-
ries and clarifications.
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I tell a conservator friend that I’m writing an essay about holes, just to see her 
reaction. A few days later she texts me an image from a book. ‘Not sure this is help-
ful,’ she adds.

It is so helpful. Catalogue of Damage Terminology for Works of Art and Cul-
tural Property: Paper is technically not a codex. since it is in a fan-leaf format and 
hinged with a single rivet through a hole in each leaf. It is more like a file than a 
book, its integrity enabled by holes. The catalogue defines a hole as a ‘gap in the 
material’. The representative image of a hole looks like a filing hole—it is a punc-
tured hole rather than a clean hole, made intentionally for human use rather than 
cleanly eaten away by a foraging beetle. I text back ‘Interesting that a hole is con-
sidered damage. Sometimes it is, but sometimes not … does this sort of hole require 
repair?’. ‘Loaded question’, she replies.

FILING HOLES AS ARTIFACTS OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

The OED defines a file as ‘a string or wire, on which papers and documents 
are strung for preservation and reference’ (file: n.2.I.3.a). To file is ‘To string upon a 
thread (obs.); to place (documents) on a file’ (file: v.3.1.a). The hole is implicit in this 
definition. You can’t file something unless you first make a hole in it.

Early modern filing consists of grouping like-minded documents together 
through the use of holes and string.2 Filers made holes by piercing paper with a 
bodkin, awl, needle, or aglet, or placing it on a spike. If the piercing device had 
an eye on it, or the piercing device was integral with the file (such as an aglet), 
the linen/vegetable fiber cord, thread, or tape, thongs of alum tawed skin, parch-
ment strips, or wire, would go through the hole at the time of piercing. To prevent 
documents on a file from falling off the end knot, the knot was often reinforced 
with a square of parchment or leather before the first document was added to it. 
This essay focuses on files that were held together through a single hole. Some files 
had two holes at the top, and the sewing went through both holes. Other files, like 
exchequer and chancery files, were sewn together through multiple stitching holes 
and were meant to be rolled rather than hung.3

Files grew incrementally, as paper or parchment handwritten and printed 
forms and correspondence and administrative documentation accrued and 
required organization. Depending on one’s organizational system, the filing hole 
could appear in the center or top or bottom—or anywhere really. Files might be 
stored right side up, rolled up, upside down and backwards hanging from the wall, 

attentive to making these details discoverable in our catalogues. Manicules, fin-
gerprints, underlinings, letterlocking methods, watermarks, seals, postmarks, gilt 
edges, holes. Yes, holes.

The parchment and paper books, documents, and rolls in special collections 
libraries and archives are riddled with physical holes. Human-caused, pest-caused, 
holes formed through errors in the production stage and at the use stage, holes 
caused by the passage of time and exposure to the elements, holes caused by wear 
and tear and rough and tumble, holes intentional and unintentional, holes created 
for authentication, obliteration, binding, and filing. Wormholes, rodent nibbles, 
burn holes, letterlocking slits, pin holes, pricking holes for drawing straight lines, 
pouncing holes for tracing and drawing, sewing and stitching holes, volvelle holes, 
holes caused by the breaking of seals when unlocking letters, ‘casement’ holes in 
templates, revealing secret messages within seemingly ordinary letters. Holes as 
apertures, holes as damage. Holes as information management, holes as informa-
tion mismanagement. A hole is not just a hole. The type of hole matters when try-
ing to read an object’s long history.

I’m sitting at the kitchen table with my 12-year-old daughter and tell her that 
I’m writing an essay about holes, just to see her reaction. She looks at me and says 
nothing. Ten minutes later, while doing the dishes together, she asks, Mommy, 
What is full of holes but can hold water? I have no idea. A sponge, she says, as she 
holds it up and squeezes out soapy suds. Holes can hold things.

Beate Dobrusskin and Jean F. Rosston, Catalogue of Damage 
Terminology for Works of Art and Cultural Property: Paper = 
Katalog der schadensbilder spuren und phänomene and kunst 
und kulturgut : papier (Bern, Switzerland: Hochschule der 
künste Bern, 2012), p. 12. Photographs sent via SMS.

2. There were stringless ways to file as well. See Heather Wolfe and Peter Stallybrass, ‘The Material 
Culture of Record Keeping in Early Modern England’, in Archives and Information in the Early Modern 
World, ed. by Liesbeth Corens, Kate Peters and Alexandra Walsham, Proceedings of the British Acad-
emy, vol. 212 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018), pp. 179–208.
3. Exchequer-style files are parchment membranes sewn together at the head, creating a stack of 
rotuli that are rolled together. Chancery-style rolls are sewn head to foot, creating a long scroll com-
posed of membranes.
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I’ve often imagined the conversation between Harry Rose, estate manager, 
and his boss, Sir Thomas Temple of Stowe, Staffordshire, in the early 1630s.

Tom: For the last time, Harry, it’s like this: when you get my letter, read it, 
check off which tasks you’ve completed, poke a hole in it, string it up with the 
other letters, and send the file back to me with the carrier.

Harry: What is this daft technology? I’m managing your estates, not organiz-
ing your paperwork.

Tom: Time is money. It’s a waste for me to send the tasks to you AND make a 
copy of them for myself. I’m done with making copies. It’s a simple concept. 
Deal with it.

Harry: With all due respect, Sir, it makes your life easier, but not mine. Now 
I have to keep a ball of twine or thread and a bodkin at arm’s reach and can’t 
give your old letters to my wife for lining the pie plates.

Tom: It’s the 1630s, Harry. Tons of other families do it this way. And lawyers. 
And merchants. Either file my papers or I’ll find myself a new estate manager.

This imagined conversation is based on Sir Thomas Temple’s micromanage-
ment of Harry Rose’s daily tasks, conveyed via detailed letters among the Stowe 
Temple Papers at the Huntington Library. Rose’s apparent resistance to Tem-
ple’s filing requests caused Temple to explain the paperwork technology multiple 
times, and it is these descriptions which allow us to make sense of all the pierced 
holes surviving on loose papers in the archives and special collections librar-

or stuffed in a bag or chest. Files might be created for quick reference or long-term 
storage. It was a flexible technology that began with a hole.

Despite being a widely adopted information management technology, files 
could sometimes go awry, especially if the filed items were made of parchment and 
endured countless humidity cycles in unconditioned storage. Parchment is hygro-
scopic: it attracts water, expanding and contracting according to the relative humid-
ity and eventually settling into distorted shapes. The narrow parchment writs in the 
image below are all connected to each other by a cord going through a single hole 
on their left side. The file is still intact, each writ saved by the integrity of its hole, 
but it does not represent good filing practices.

By contrast, most files are well-behaved. The stack of writs opposite is pierced 
in the center, and the file has a protective parchment membrane wrapped around it 
to provide both a more stable microclimate within and a sturdy container without.

The National Archives, STAC 11/5, Elizabethan Star Chamber writs. I am 
grateful to Dr. Daniel Gosling, Legal Records Specialist (Early Modern), for 
supplying this image.

Chancery File (Brevia Regia) of Writs Precipe, 1 & 2 Philip & Mary (1554–55). Lincoln’s 
Inn Library and Archives. Photograph taken during a visit in March 2013.
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One of Temple’s files survives intact. It doesn’t consist of Rose’s returned let-
ters, but of a series of 45 receipts for money paid to Sir Thomas Temple for lands 
rented on his estate of Burton Dassett. The pointed aglets (the sheaths of thin metal 
clamped around each end of the alum tawed skin thong) allow receipts to be added 
to the file without needing a separate bodkin, needle, or awl. The aglet prevents the 
cord or thong from damage, but also serves as a built-in hole piercer.

ies today. Temple explains the technology and the reasons for it in various ways, 
occasionally amplifying his instructions with marginal annotations written in his 
italic hand, in contrast to the secretary hand he uses for the body of the letter: 

To file this note of remembrance with others vpon a point or string, where 
on yow maye certifie me what yow haue done there on, & deliver to me again 
this note for my remembrance what I haue commanded.4

[…] but thinking you may with better certaintye know my minde by my said 
letters though scribbled I haue hearewith aduentured to send them & willing 
yow to wright to me that yow haue receyued them. filing them euer, whereby 
yow may easily bring them to me.5

Harry Rose, at your next coming hither I pray yow bring my letters to yow on 
the pointe filed.6

That yow bring with you, whensoeuer yow come, all letters & notes filed on 
a pointe (as I haue appointed) the trouble whereof or waight, is so little & 
light, as it can be without which I can doe nothing, & therefore if yow cannot 
doe accordinglye. yow can do nothing for me […] & by a pointe fastened the 
papers can̂ not be lost.7

fforgett not to bring all my letters with you till I appoint yow which to leaue 
behind, which wilbe quickly lessened if the falte be not in yow & being putt 
on a pointe, when they be most, the carriage is not greate, seruing for notes 
especially of remembrance, whereby my selfe may serue paines of writing 
both to me & yow also & my bisnes may the better be done.8

Files are a time-saving, efficient, portable, and secure proxy for Temple’s 
memory. ‘Yow may better for myne & your owne ease without forgetfulness, lett 
neyther of vs wright twice, which may be written at once’, he tells Rose.9 The epis-
tolary conversation is one-sided in that we don’t have textual replies from Rose. 
But we do have his holes, poked through many of Temple’s letters, and they are as 
good a reply as any. The letter for the last day of December 1631 contains one of 
Rose’s filing holes, right under the marginal annotation commanding Rose to bring 
the file of letters to Temple. But, like others, it is barely visible because it has since 
been repaired. Rose’s hole has been erased, treated as an imperfection rather than 
a reply.

Details of the front and back of a letter from Temple to Rose, showing 
repairs on the fifiling hole from both sides. The hole was located in the 
upper left corner of the bifolium, when folded. In these images, the 
bifolium is unfolded. Huntington Library, STT 2284. I am grateful 
to Stephanie Arias and Vanessa Wilkie at the Huntington Library for 
supplying these images.

4. Sir Thomas Temple to Henry Rose, 23 April 1628. Huntington Library, Stowe Temple Papers, 
vol. 38, fol. 23v.
5. Temple to Rose, 20 January 1630/31. Stowe Temple Papers, STT Corr 2287.
6. Temple to Rose, 11 February 1630/31. Stowe Temple Papers, STT Corr 2147.
7. Temple to Rose, 31 December 1631. Stowe Temple Papers, STT Corr 2284.
8. Temple to Rose, 29 June 1633. Stowe Temple Papers, STT Corr 2301.
9. Temple to Rose, 4 February 1631/2. Stowe Temple Papers, STT Corr 2288.

To bring your
file of Letters of

me Sir T when  
HRose commeth to 

Woluerton.

To thred this note 
& deliuer the same 

back to me
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MAKING HOLES: BODKINS, SPIKES, SPINDLES

There are two main ways to pierce a document: with a handheld bodkin or 
needle that is forced through, or with a stationary spike upon which the docu-
ment is pushed. Early modern filers used both methods. You can differentiate  
intentional piercings from mouse nibbles and worm holes because of the displace-
ment of paper. It is not eaten, but forced aside. Piercing a hole through paper 
causes a violent ripping apart of cellulose, of fibers that have interlocked with other 
fibers to create a smooth surface, of vegetal material that has survived countless 
cycles of beating and tearing and washing and drying, from harvested and pro-
cessed flax, to linen clothing, to disintegrating rags, to paper stuff or pulp, to paper. 
As the metal point is pushed through and resurfaces on the other side, it creates a 
ragged volcanic crater, fibrous shards forming an uneven rim. After the piercing 
comes the stringing, the dragging of processed vegetal or animal fibers through the 
frayed opening. And then, in some cases, the hanging of the file on a hook, stress-
ing the stressed fibers even further through gravitational pull.

*

Harvard University Archives has a unique artifact—an early eighteenth-cen-
tury act of filing caught in medias res, framed and glazed and captioned in the early 
twentieth-century.

Each file of Temple’s letters that Rose returned to Temple was like its own 
monthly memoranda book, but without the permanence or constraint of the codex 
format. Each letter is dated like a separate heading within that book, telling a 
chronological and seasonal story about Temple’s gardens, orchards, and pastures. 
His files transformed his letters into a shared task list, a shared set of assumptions, 
a shared set of memories. Each file represented Temple’s power over Rose, and 
Rose’s dependence on the approval of his master for continued employment. Rose 
made those holes because his boss told him to make them. Rose’s resistance to his 
boss’s wishes makes an otherwise invisible process legible to us today.

President Leverett to John White, authorizing the payment to William Welsteed (1695–1753) 
for his services as Library Keeper for the past year, September 28, 1720. Harvard University 
Archives, Records of the Treasurer/University Accounts/Collected Papers/John White, 
Treasurer, 1715–1721. UAI 50.27.20.

Front and back of an intact fifile 
among Sir Thomas Temple’s 
papers, with a detail of the 
aglet attached to the alum 
tawed leather cord, knotted and 
reinforced at the beginning of the 
fifile. Huntington Library, STTF 
5.25. I am grateful to Stephanie 
Arias, Reference Services Manager 
at the Huntington Library for 
supplying these images.
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But the re-creation of the technology is not right: the needle goes through 
one hole (now ripped) and then through a second hole under the ‘L’ of ‘Library’.12

Other payment orders received by John White contain a single ragged filing 
hole, without any sign of that secondary hole (see above). At the time the document 
was framed, two hundred years after it was created, it became a historically inaccu-
rate diorama. Files don’t act like that in the wild.

*

In the subterranean depths of Raynham Hall, seat of the Marquesses Town-
shend for the past four hundred years, archivist Anthony Smith walks me through 
the dimly lit archives to a table with a hulking file of papers attached to a spike. It 
is rough with rust. I kiddingly ask Anthony to promise to never, ever, remove those 
bills from their spike. He promises. Next to the spiked file is a bill with a rusty, rag-
ged, torn hole. A stray bill, with its damaged hole serving as a homing device for 
potential reunification. A loose document with an empty filing hole is like a leaf 
torn out of a book. It makes more sense when it is with its file.

The framed item consists of a tattered payment order from Harvard’s Pres-
ident, with a filing needle, string, and a leather reinforcement (to prevent it from 
falling off the file). Over two hundred years after the item was filed, someone 
decided to enshrine this technology, using a then-modern typewriter to create a 
label: ‘Filing device used by John White, who was Treasurer of Harvard College, 
1715–1720’.10

I reached out to Robin McElheny, Associate University Archivist for Collec-
tions & Public Services, Harvard University Archives to ask: Who? Why? When? 
The back of the frame contains a sticker for Fred Olsson’s Art Shop in Cambridge. 
According to institutional memory, this shop provided framing services to Har-
vard libraries and museums for many years. The framed tableau was returned to 
the Archives in September 1932 from an unknown exhibition. At some point after 
that, it was on display in Room T of Widener Library (an Archives reading room 
until 1976). Countless students and faculty would have gazed upon the needle, 
thread, and leather reinforcement components of John White’s filing system. As 
filing increasingly became women’s work, and vertical files stored in filing cabinets 
became the preferred storage and retrieval technology, the quaintness/crudeness 
of an earlier technology conducted largely by male secretaries and clerks was per-
haps a frame-worthy event.11

Harvard University Archives, 
Records of the Treasurer/
University Accounts/Salary 
Receipts, UAI 50 5.15.86 Box 1.

Detail of previous image.

10. Harvard University Archives UAI 50.27.20, part of Records of the Treasurer of Harvard  
University, 1669–2007. Permalink: <id.lib .harvard.edu/images/olvwork614703/urn-3:H U L .
ARCH:5226819/catalog>.
11. See Craig Robertson’s discussion of how gender, class, education, and age factored into re- 
imagined clerical roles in the early twentieth-century office in chapter 6, ‘The Ideal File Clerk:  
Controlling Gender in the Office,’ in The Filing Cabinet: A Vertical History of Information (Minnesota: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2021).

12. I am grateful to Christopher Sokolowksi, the paper conservator for special collections at the 
Weissman Preservation Center at Harvard Library, for this observation, shared in an email to Sara 
Powell, assistant curator of early books and manuscripts at the Houghton Library, on my behalf, 22 
June 2021. He worked on it in 2011 for the Harvard exhibition ‘Tangible Things.’ Robin McElheny 
writes that in ‘Tangible Things’ it was shown ‘with (intentionally) no historical or background informa-
tion. The idea was to encourage visitors to make their own connections among the items.’ Private email 
communication, 24 June 2021.
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What should we do about the abandoned filing holes in our collections? (And 
why does my browser’s automated spell check keep asking me if I mean fifilling holes, 
replacing an adjective with a verb, assuming that a hole is an unintended gap rather 
than an intentional connector?) At what point in the life cycle of a document does 
its filing hole lose its meaning? At what point does a filing hole’s utility become 
its liability, its strength become its weakness? At what point do we start seeing an 
intentional act of information management as an imperfection or damage? At what 
point does a filing hole become a filling hole? At what point do we stop seeing the 
hole at all?

The part of the Bacon-Townshend archive that is now at the Folger has left 
traces of its original arrangement, even though the documents are now housed 
individually in archival folders. The folds, endorsements, patterns of soil and damp, 
and holes (both filing holes and worm holes) are the breadcrumbs we use to differ-
entiate between the modern sorting and arrangement of archival collections based 
on current best practices, and the three-dimensionality of the files as stored in orig-
inal muniments rooms and closets in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: the 
hanging files, the documents on bill spikes, the bundled and tied documents, the 
boxes and bags and drawers of deeds.14 As we curate these collections within our 
modern institutions, we should remember that filing was its own form of early mod-
ern curation.

ONCE UPON A FILE: RECOVERING THE (W)HOLE STORY

After the piercing and filing, the undoing. Two scenarios: 1) the creator of the 
file decides to transfer it from temporary storage to long-term storage, which may 
(or may not) involve removing the filing cord, bundling the material together, and 
placing it in a box or chest, out of arms-length, the natural next stage of its archi-
val lifecycle. Many files in personal and institutional archives happily survive in this 
state. Or 2) an archivist or conservator or family member decides that the file is a 
danger unto itself or unable to be used in a reading room setting, and the string 
that has filled the hole for hundreds of years is unceremoniously removed. In rare 
cases, this de-filing is documented and the original order maintained. A few of the 
records in the finding aid for the Cambridge University Archives helpfully describe 
when files have been ‘broken’, or ‘taken off original files’. For example, ‘Miscellanea 
from Exhibita (broken files), 1576–1604 […] Extent: 127 item(s) (taken off original 
files, repaired, now in 3 folders).’13 Prior to auction, the collections of many family 
papers have been taken off their files or unbundled, the items described in separate 
lots and sold individually. Once accessioned into a new repository, the hole might 
be interpreted as injury in need of repair, transformed into a scar that fades with 
age. If the file is a story, the thread of the story gets lost. The hole, if visible, can 
only gesture at a now-lost narrative.

Raynham Hall Archives, Bills of wages for 1618 on an original spiked fifile. Raynham Hall 
Archives, RAS/F1/6. In the private possession of the 8th Marquess Townshend, whose kind 
permission to use I very gratefully acknowledge.

13. Cambridge University Archives, GBR/0265/UA/VCCt.III.

14. A large part of this archive is still intact at Raynham Hall, Norfolk, seat of the Marquesses Town-
shend, and is currently undergoing a full inventory in situ, preserving the bundles and files as they 
were created in the 1600s.

A bill for medicinal 
aromatics, for Lady Jane 
Townsend, undated, 
with a fifiling hole. Folger 
Shakespeare Library,  
MS L.d.1011.
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Library Association, about writing tables and filing systems. An archivist raised her 
hand and exclaimed: ‘I’m never ever removing a paper clip or staple again with-
out documenting it and saving it!’ (Thank you, Harry Rose, for helping at least one 
modern archivist preserve our modern archival history.) We can add the term ‘filing 
holes’ to controlled vocabularies, to provide a uniform way to search for them. We 
can introduce the evidence of filing holes into the scholarly fields of analytical bibli-
ography, histories of the book, and media archaeology.

Digitization makes holes discoverable but interpreting holes in digital images 
of documents can require mental gymnastics.16 If a hole appears on one leaf of 
a bifolium, and the bifolium is digitized in its folded state, the hole disappears. 
If a single filing hole is made through both leaves of a bifolium, and is digitized 
unfolded, the hole becomes two holes (see page 43).

Dozens and dozens of de-activated filing holes survive among the Folger’s 
Townshend papers (see above), in addition to one filing hole that is still activated, 
still fulfilling its role of connecting two leaves, and the information they contain, to 
each other (see opposite page).

Grouping receipts by date and looking for holes and similar wear patterns 
makes it possible to hypothesize the shape of some of the original files, such as the 
group of mercers’ bills shown overleaf. The holes are located at the bottom of each 
document so that they can be filed hanging upside down and backwards for quick 
reference.

As curators, conservators, archivists, catalogers, researchers, digitizers, we can 
collectively start recording the presence of holes in catalogue descriptions, find-
ing aids, conservation documentation, and digitization metadata. Rule 7B10.1 of 
Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Materials (MSS), published in 2016, states: ‘Make 
a note on physical details that are not already included in the physical description 
area, including whether the material is damaged, fragile, or heavily restored if con-
sidered important.’ The first example is ‘Filing hole at top of leaf ’.15 The modern 
analogs to filing holes need similar standards of description, before the technolo-
gies behind them are forgotten. In 2010, Peter Stallybrass and I gave a joint talk at 
the annual conference of the Rare Books and Manuscript Section of the American 

Detail of hole in a note concerning boxed and bagged fifiles received by 
William Banyard from John Owles, servant to Lady Jane Townshend.  
5 November 1590. Folger MS L.d .795.

Detail of a fifiling hole in two leaves fifiled together with twisted 
linen or hemp cord, seen from the front and back of the fifirst leaf. 
Accounts of payments made to household staff on behalf of Lady 
Jane Townshend, circa 1590s. Folger MS L.d .1023.

15. See DCRM (MSS): <rbms.info/dcrm/dcrmmss>, at the top of p. 110 of the PDF.
16. For example, see William Davis, ‘An Experiment in Following a Worm Through a Folded Letter’, 
The Collation, 5 August 2021 (<collation.folger.edu/2021/08/following-a-worm>).
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When a filed document is digitized in a way that prioritizes the legibility of 
the text on a single leaf over the legibility of the file as an object, we are likely to 
ignore the visible clues. For example, the warrant under the privy seal for the issue 
of letters patent authorizing Shakespeare and his companions to form the King’s 
Men under the newly-accessioned James I, issued on 18 May 1603, is still on its file. 
The hole and thread are visible in the upper left corner (see overleaf).

When I went to visit this manuscript in person at The National Archives, I 
experienced something very different. Like an early modern clerk, I had to carry a 
bulky pile to a table, and flip through parchment membranes of various sizes with 
their formulaic text to locate the right date with the right set of names (see page 44).

Do we understand Shakespeare better if we understand the paperwork 
behind the formation of his company? The creation of the King’s Men was a pro-
cedural act requiring copious amounts of administrivia, and this privy seal war-
rant was one small part of it, preceded by a signet bill and followed by the letters 
patent.17 Overall, at least three different seals were deployed, along with multi-
ple scribes and clerks and payments in various offices where it was enrolled. This 
warrant was one of many warrants created in May 1603, James I’s first month in 
London. The same procedures that produced the King’s Men also triggered many 

Mercers’ bills for Lady Jane 
Townshend, 1590–93, 
hypothetically reconstituted 
as a single hanging fifile, with 
documents hung upside-down 
and backwards for quick reference. 
Folger MSS L.d.802–806.

Letter from Thomas Booth to his brother John Booth, 12 March 1686/87, with fifiling hole at 
center. Folger MS F.c.37.

17. See Alan H. Nelson’s description of the document in the online resource Shakespeare Docu-
mented for a more detailed explanation (<doi.org/10.37078/125>).
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other, much more mundane events that had little to do with Shakespeare, that are 
all linked together in perpetuity by filing holes. Seeing it on its file, amid extremely 
organized chaos, is a reminder that Shakespeare was similarly awash in paper and 
parchment as a shareholder, playwright, and actor in the King’s Men, and as a land-
owner in Stratford-upon-Avon.

Zachary Lesser’s chapter, ‘Holes’, in his recent book Ghosts, Holes, Rips and 
Scrapes: Shakespeare in 1619, Bibliography in the Longue Durée, outlines a similar pur-
suit of holes—stab-stitched holes in individually printed plays, which reveal that a 
play’s quires were held together by a simple three-hole sewing structure at the time 
of sale. He notes:

[t]he plays we read today in rare book libraries represent only the current 
stage of a long historical process that has changed, and often obscured, the 
material forms they took in the past. Nonetheless, it is still usually possible to 
discern the stab-stitch holes if one looks closely, and they provide an impor-
tant piece of bibliographic evidence for how a book was first sold.18

Warrant under the privy seal for the issue of letters patent authorizing Shakespeare and his 
companions to perform plays throughout the realm under royal patronage, 18 May 1603. The 
National Archives, Records of the Lord Chancellor, Warrants for the Great Seal, C 82/1690, 
no. 78. Image commissioned for Shakespeare Documented (<doi.org/10.37078/125>).

Same document as opposite 
page. These images were taken 
by Heather Wolfe during a visit 
to The National Archives, Kew, 
on 27 January 2015.

18. Zachary Lesser, Ghosts, Holes, Rips and Scrapes: Shakespeare in 1619, Bibliography in the Longue 
Durée (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2021), p. 73.
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Holes vs. folds: When the Youth asks which method he should use, the Mas-
ter thinks ‘filing them up is the best; for there you turn to the Letter in a minute 
[…] and so hang them up again’. Holes win.

What would a modern-day Sir Thomas Temple do? He would undoubtedly be 
thrilled to have his outgoing correspondence saved in his own inbox, sorting it into 
folders by month/year or location after he had ascertained that all of Harry Rose’s 
tasks had been completed. Or maybe he would continue to innovate, taking advan-
tage of AI-based virtual assistants to organize, store, and retrieve the paperwork of 
his estate, leaving Rose free to dig holes, rather than pierce them.

There is an untapped richness and humanity to the empty filing holes lurk-
ing in our cold, sterile, vaults. Behind the creation of a single filing hole is a flurry 
of people, activities, and resources, an attempt to keep a piece of evidence or infor-
mation or correspondence findable, removable, and secure.19 Filing holes are a way 
to categorize knowledge and control information, a form of common-placing and 
provisional classification, a form of near-term retrieval and transitional storage. 
Filing holes are the precursors of mechanically punched holes, preceding receipt 
spikes, ring binders, treasury tags, staples, card catalogs, ticket punches, loose-leaf 
notebook paper, and hole reinforcement labels/gummed reinforcements.

Recently I’ve been introducing the topic of filing, miscellanizing, and com-
mon-placing to paleography students with a question: ‘How do you organize your 
inbox?’. I get a lot of blank stares and questions like, ‘What do you mean?’. While 
a few students and colleagues have elaborate systems of tags and folders and rules 
for processing and categorizing their electronic mail—the equivalent of early mod-
ern filing holes and bundles—in my small non-scientific poll, most people leave 
everything in a single folder, relying on full text search to retrieve and respond to 
unfinished business. If their inboxes were paper-based, they would be confronted 
with thousands and thousands of loose sheets of paper. In a digital world, they find 
what they need within seconds. The rest of us rely on skeuomorphic interfaces, 
placing our emails into virtual filing folders in an attempt to control our digital 
‘paperwork’, trying to replicate our analog administrative activities in an online 
environment, unreasonably distressed by the thought of our inboxes turning into 
an untethered paper monster.

How best to organize our information is a perpetual problem that will never 
have a one-size-fits-all solution. In a 1678 manual for training young merchants,  
J. Vernon’s The Compleat Comptinghouse, written as a dialogue between a Master and 
a Youth, the Master acknowledges a divide in opinion between folds and holes:

There must be convenient places for your Letters you receive, and herein 
Men differ much: some are for folding up their Letters, and endorsing on 
the back-sides from whence they come, when received, and when answered, 
and then putting them up in square Boxes for that purpose, like Pigeonholes, 
before them: And others are for having so many Files, as they have Places 
they receive Letters from, and file them up as soon as they are answered.20

19. Filing went hand in hand with registering (in a book) and enrolling (in a scroll) in the Eng-
lish court system. For an example of filing as a profession within the Court of Common Pleas, see 
J.B., The fifilacers offiffice, or, The measne processe fifilacers make out before appearance, the nature and forms 
of their several writs, and the manner of their proceedings thereupon … (London, 1657), Wing B102. The 
author describes the etymology of The Office of Filacer as being ‘derived from the French word fifilace, 
a Thread, Terms ley, on which we may very fitly paraphrase thus: That it is a Thread indeed, without 
which in the Common-Pleas, there can be no Web, or work made, for the dispencing and administer-
ing of Right, and Justice to all’ (pp. 1–2).
20. J. Vernon, The Compleat Comptinghouse (London, 1678), p. 36.
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